Our cloud based Smart Order Online System is a cloud based and context-aware online retailing system with real time updates. It is designed to verify our framework and handle the operations of various types of e-commerce business. It is aimed at helping customers to obtain order information through cloud based platforms such as mobile devices, laptops or desktop computers. The system allows customers to place orders, to find location and direction to branches, and allows managers to track the delivering drivers' locations and display them on the map.
Introduction
Cloud and Internet technologies have made a dramatic change on commerce operations, such as online orders [1] . The Cloud Based Smart Order Online System (SOOS) is designed to offer users a better way to search, place, track and manage orders.
The SOOS provides the user with the ability to place orders, group orders, track drivers and orders on map, make adjustments. It allows administrators to make changes to product descriptions, product pricing, product categorizing, and other details regarding various products that are displayed online. This complete control over inventory is reflected immediately to the storefront. Also, SOOS gives administrators the necessary tools to manage customers efficiently and effectively. Administrator can access customer information such as username, contact info, shipping profiles, and credit card and other billing information all found in a single, organized location.
More important, the SOOS provides a clustering/grouping algorithm to group orders based on their distance from each other and from the branch for faster delivery time and save drivers roaming time on streets. Some people have conducted researches in this area. Boobalan, Lopeza, and Gao proposed to use structural and attribute similarity to identify the clusters in graph network [2] .
Bogarín, Romero, Cerezo, and Sánchez-Santillán proposed to use clustering to improve the educational models [3] . We use clustering/grouping algorithm to group orders to be delivered.
The SOOS offers important features to meet main objective, i.e. place and track orders, group orders, and track driver through mobile devices and web browsers. In order to accomplish this, the web interface of the system is divided into many categories of user roles:
• Support various types of customers to place and track orders, locate branches, get direction to desired destination, update profile and addresses. • Support drivers to manage their delivery queue and find the routes of the delivery on the map. • Support managers to manage orders and track drivers on map.
• Besides providing all manager privileges, support administrators and owner with special privileges to manage the entire system including functionalities such as manage users and items, changing roles and creating a new branch.
SOOS System Architecture
The SOOS is consisting of three applications: SOOS Web Application, SOOS-Air Android application and SOOS-Air-Gate Web Service (See Figure 1 
SOOS Web Application
A user can access and order items in the Smart Order Online System through a Web-Browser from a desktop machine. The features are provided including:
• Search for item and add it to cart.
• Select the shipping address and the payment method.
• Place the order.
• Track the order.
The information about drivers locations including the statuses of every order are updated real-time using the data obtained from the SOOS-Air (Driver device). Right now, there are many companies providing tracking ability to customers, such as UPS, USPS, FedEx, and DHL. However, none of them provides real time and map tracking abilities. Our system uses GPS technology to provide this information.
SOOS-Air Android App
The mobile devices in driver hands update the current location frequently through the SOOS-Air App over TCP/IP connection, since TCP/IP is very reliable and efficient and used in cloud based applications, such as data centers [4] . The SOOS-Air sends the location information to the Web-Service (SOOS-Air-Gate), and then this service updates this information in the Smart Order Online System databases. Also, the drivers update the statuses of every order. The main application in the drivers' mobile devices is the Android App (SOOS-Air) that provides the drivers all the information of orders that he/she needs to deliver (See Figure 3) .
The SOOS-Air App is an order status/tracking application that helps drivers keep updating their location and delivery statuses. It allows drivers to see the orders that are in the queue and their delivering dates. Drivers update the order information when the items have been delivered. GPS is used in SOOS-Air App, which is a widely used technology to implement tracking [5] .
Drivers can use SOOS-Air to do the following:
• View a list of orders assigned to them.
• Shows the order number, description, address and invoice amount.
• Show the order location on the map.
• Get the direction to the order address. 
SOOS-Air-Gate Web Service
The SOOS-Air-Gate Web Service is the mid-layer between the SOOS-Air and SOOS. SOOS-Air-Gate is designed as a mid-layer to support the communication between the SOOS-Air and SOOS Database over the Web.
It plays a role of bridge to update drivers' location and delivery information in real time. It is a bidirectional communication mechanism. One way, it retrieves order information from cloud based centralized data repository and sends them to the drivers. The other way, it gets the location and delivery information from drivers and updates the information in data repository.
Integrated Google Map
One of the main components of the system is the Google Map based subsystem that provides the customers, managers, and administrators a rich graphical representation of drivers' locations on a real time map. Customers can get the route and distance between branches and customers after they provide their locations. Google Map based subsystem supports more than just markers by providing an option to display an information window, which contains the information about the branches, drivers' locations upon clicking one of the markers.
The customers can search and find information of items, find location and information of branches, get direction/routes between the branches after they provide their location information graphically on the map. Figure 4 shows the marker where the branch located on the map. Upon clicking the marker, the customer can view the information about the branch on the left.
In our system, the drivers can arrange their deliveries route on the map system and use the GPS on mobile devices as guiders. 
Clustering/Grouping Algorithm
Clustering is the most important task of assigning a set of addresses into groups (called clusters) so that the addresses in the same cluster are closer to each other than to those in other clusters. Clustering / Grouping algorithm could be applied when two or more orders need to be delivered by two or more drivers. Clustering addresses process allow deciding the group that the order should be belongs to. This algorithm will group orders based on their distance from each other for faster delivery time.
The following flowchart (See Figure 5) shows how arbitrary decisions taken by these algorithms during clustering. Assuming that there are (N) addresses (Point), and we need to group them in (G) group, then the algorithm will do the following steps. 
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Conclusion
The Smart Order Online System is a prototype system to verify our creative ideas of map based clustering algorithm. It is powerful and scalable.
The SOOS is an advanced system. It is used as an efficient and user-friendly online system to implement our framework to verify the integration of map, GPS, Android app, and clustering abilities. The system is cloud based and open structured. It is flexible to add new features.
